STOP PAYING TO SHIP LIQUID
Produce your own Liquid Humic & Distribute locally
YOUR SOLUTION

Superior Quality Liquid Humic

Our customized agitation design and re-circulation flow generate a high volume production capacity with a very small footprint. The result is a perfectly uniform liquid blend with no insoluble or partially dissolved dry material

- Stainless Steel Construction
- Waterproof Control Panel
- 275 Gallon Capacity

Water can account for over eight times the weight of your actual fertilizer and bio stimulant deliveries. STOP SHIPPING WATER! Dry inputs for your agricultural and horticultural needs are equivalent to liquid inputs, the only difference being the water content. For many small and medium sized farms the cost of our quality, stainless steel Solutionizer® may have been, in the past, prohibitive. That time is gone! Humic Growth Solutions is now offering its premium stainless steel Solutionizer® at an attractive price that will make shipping water a thing of the past, and which will quickly be recouped by users from the saved shipping costs for liquid product.

Humic Growth Solutions has been proudly servicing growing communities with our DRY, 100% Soluble Humates and Bio-stimulants for years. We are thrilled to be able to help farmers come full circle with our Solutionizer’s® ability to put an end to paying freight for water. The farms already employing an HGS Solutionizer® with our 100% Soluble Humic Acid Granules are deriving the benefits for themselves AND supplying their neighbors with liquid products, for less than their local distributor can offer. For many farms, depending on volume, the cost of the equipment can be recovered within a season.
THE BENEFITS OF USING THE SOLUTIONIZER® ARE OBVIOUS, BUT REVOLUTIONARY:

- Substantially lowers costs by eliminating the shipment of liquid
- Substantially reduces blend times
- Substantially reduces errors and off spec batches

BY USING OUR SIMPLE, EASY-TO-USE EQUIPMENT, YOU GET IT RIGHT EVERY TIME!
STOP wasting money shipping liquid, PRODUCE LOCALLY!

In less than 20 minutes, the Solutionizer® perfectly blends 5 bags of granule humic into 275 gallons of 12% liquid humic acid concentrate.